Math Problem Solving Directions
Before You Begin
Decide who will be the first Leader. Place a cup
or can in the center of the team for the “recharger.”
To begin, all team members place their pencils into the recharger.
Everyone will need a copy of the math problem worksheet.
What To Do
1. The Leader reads the first problem aloud. Team members
discuss strategies and methods for solving the problem, but
they don’t actually solve it in this step.
2. The Leader asks if everyone is ready to solve the problem.
If some members are not ready, continue discussing the
problem. When everyone is ready, all team members take
out their pencils and solve the problem on their own. No
talking while writing!
3. After everyone solves the problem and records their own
answer, they place their pencils back into the recharger.
4. Rotate Leaders for each problem, and repeat steps 1 - 3. Be
sure to discuss each problem with the group before solving
it and recording the answer on your own.

Pencils In = Talking
Pencils Out = No Talking
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Directions: Wrap label around can. Trim extra length from this end,
but allow about 1/2“ for overlap. Fasten this end to the can, overlap
the other end, and secure with glue or tape.
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